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Social Media

Graphics to head up the social media channels of Miles’ Twitter, 
YouTube, and Twitch. These were the first things I created which 
gave the direction for the following branding, and therefore 
represent the brand I’ve created for Miles very strongly.

Twitter

Twitch

YouTube
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Broadcast Scenes

These graphics are overlayed on to the video of the broadcaster 
to create a more creative and interactive experience. Via software 
you can enable the viewers’ live chat to be seen on the screen 
alongside the main screen, camera, or any other asset you could 
think of. 

Offline

Intro

This would play for the first few minutes of the broadcast - allowing viewer 
numbers to build up after seeing the announcement via any of Miles’ other 
social media channels.

This would play at the end of the Introduction to transition into the start of
the livestream! Could optionally be used as a transition between any of the 
other scenes.

This scene would be used when Miles’ isn’t playing a game or displaying 
anything on his computer screen, but rather just talking to his live viewers 
and interacting with the chat.

This scene would be used if Miles decides to do any art or drawing whilst 
he is live - showcasing his hands producing the art in the “My Sketchbook” 
box whilst also containing his camera at the top right and the live chat.

This scene would be used if Miles’ has to step away from the stream for a 
short time - i.e: answering the door, going to the toilet etc.

This scene would show for the last minutes of the stream to signal that it’s 
the end of the broadcast.

This would show on Miles’ Twitch header whilst he isn’t currently live, so 
would be visibile when navigating to his page whilst he isn’t broadcasting.

Intro / Stinger Transition Just Chatting

Stream EndingArt / Drawing AFK / Be right back
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“EZ” (Easy) Cringe Fire / Tunes Jordan 1’s Spidey Senses Spraying
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Sponsors 
Content creators and social media influencers often get sponsors, whether 
it’s for their entire channel or for more specific things like individual videos 
and/or livestreams. To invision what this might look like with Miles, I took 
the creators of the movie Spider-Man: Into The Spiderverse and used their 
logos as if they were sponsoring Miles. I also used the Jumpman logo as 
a sponsor since the pair of Jordan 1 trainers Miles wears in the movie has 
since become synonymous with him. 
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